The foundations for traditional data analysis are Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) systems that operate on multidimensional (MD) data. The Resource Description Framework (RDF) serves as the foundation for the publication of a growing amount of semantic web data still largely untapped by companies for data analysis. Most RDF data sources, however, do not correspond to the MD modeling paradigm and, as a consequence, elude traditional OLAP. The complexity of RDF data in terms of structure, semantics, and query languages renders RDF data analysis challenging for a typical analyst not familiar with the underlying data model or the SPARQL query language. Hence, conducting RDF data analysis is not a straightforward task. We propose an approach for the de nition of superimposed MD schemas over arbitrary RDF datasets and show how to represent the superimposed MD schemas using wellknown semantic web technologies. On top of that, we introduce OLAP patterns for RDF data analysis, which are recurring, domain-independent elements of data analysis. Analysts may compose queries by instantiating a pattern using only the MD concepts and business terms. Upon pattern instantiation, the corresponding SPARQL query over the source data can be automatically generated, sparing analysts from technical details and fostering self-service capabilities.
Introduction
Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) refers to the querying of data for analytical purposes. OLAP systems typically employ multidimensional (MD) representation of data, which allows analysts to view the data at di erent granularities in order to gain insights (see [1] for a comprehensive introduction). MD schemas consist of facts, measures, and dimensions with multiple levels. Facts are the subjects of interest whereas measures quantitatively describe the facts. Dimensions are organized hierarchically into levels, which allows for aggregating the measures on di erent granularities.
Even though OLAP systems traditionally operate on data that are internal to a company, external (web) data are increasingly becoming an important source for data analysis. In turn, an increasing amount of these external data are published as sets of Linked Open Data (LOD, see [2] ) using the Resource Description Framework (RDF). These RDF data present a prime source of information waiting to be tapped into by companies for analytical purposes.
The exploitation of external RDF data presents several challenges. First, RDF data do not typically have a structure suitable for data analysis but rather follow a heterogeneous and semi-structured data model that is not under the analyst's control. Traditional data integration of RDF data from the web into a data warehouse is often impractical due to velocity and volume as well as the decentralized nature of the RDF data sources. Consequently, a method that enables expressing analytical structures [3, 4] , ideally multidimensional, on top of these RDF data is of high importance. Nevertheless, even if the data are organized in MD format, conducting analysis over the RDF data is still not a straightforward task for casual analysts. Without an accompanying querying mechanism in place, exploiting the MD structure would still require knowledge of an RDF query language such as SPARQL. In today's dynamic economic environment, casual analysts are in an everincreasing need of making time-critical decisions with less support by specialists (see [5] ), which would slow down the decision-making process. Therefore, providing casual analysts with self-service tools to facilitate their tasks becomes crucial.
In this paper, we introduce an approach for expressing superimposed MD schemas over arbitrary RDF data sources. We extend the concept of analytical schemas for RDF data [3] with an explicit and expressive structure that captures the hierarchical order of the dimension levels. We also propose a method for publishing superimposed MD schemas using the well-known QB4OLAP vocabulary [6] in expectation of improved interoperability with existing concepts and tools.
The de nition of superimposed MD schemas based on the QB4OLAP vocabulary allows for an adaptation of the concept of semantic OLAP patterns [7] for RDF data analysis. OLAP patterns are recurring elements of data analysis, e.g., set-to-set comparisons (see [7] for further examples), that are common in many domains. The de nition of an OLAP pattern consists of formal pattern elements and a pattern expression speci c to a target query language, which serves for the automatic generation of analytical queries. For example, set-to-set comparison generically refers to a comparison of some measure values between two groups, a common pattern in many domains. Analysts may then instantiate OLAP patterns by providing elements from an MD schema and business terms as actual values for the formal pattern elements. For example, an analyst selects the average lm duration as the measure to compare for the groups of lms from the UK versus lms from Germany. The same pattern, however, may also be instantiated to compare average treatment duration of skin cancer patients versus average treatment duration of breast cancer patients.
In this paper, we propose the use of elements from the superimposed MD schemas, represented in QB4OLAP, for pattern instantiation, and introduce a pattern expression language to formulate SPARQL query templates. Consequently, analysts may employ OLAP patterns for analyzing the RDF data while being spared the technical details of SPARQL query formulation. Only MD elements and business terms are involved in the query composition process, and SPARQL queries corresponding to an instantiation of an OLAP pattern can be generated automatically. We also sketch the concept of semantic web analysis graphs, which proactively model knowledge about analytical processes for certain business situations. Ultimately, we imagine the provisioning of OLAP endpoints for linked data sources, providing self-service business intelligence capabilities to casual analysts of RDF data.
As a motivational example, consider Wikidata [8] , a free and open knowledge base [9] , which also provides a SPARQL query service [10] . Note that the running example in this paper works on Wikidata schema and instance data as of the 6 th March 2018. Among other data, Wikidata contains data about lms, where a lm has a duration, director, publication date, country of origin, genre, main subject etc. The Wikidata schema, however, may seem quite complex for analysts not familiar with the schema. For example, the wd:Q183 resource represents Germany, the wd:Q6256 resource represents the Country class, and the wdt:P495 property represents the country of origin. Now consider Mia, a journalist working for a media outlet. Mia is preparing an analytical report about movies with a publication date in 2017. Speci cally, Mia needs to identify and compare the number of lms and their average durations, classi ed by directors, genres, and countries of origin in the second half of 2017. Furthermore, Mia wants to compare characteristics of lms between countries, e.g., the di erence in average run times between lms from the UK and lms from Germany. Mia, however, cannot perform her task without su cient knowledge of the SPARQL query language as well as an understanding of the semantics and structure of lm data in Wikidata. Even if Mia has these skills, the task is complicated, misleading, and likely to be unfeasible. The superimposition of a suitable MD schema over the lm data, however, renders these data accessible to OLAP-style analysis as required by Mia. The availability of OLAP pattern de nitions, which Mia can instantiate according to her information need, further facilitates Mia's task. For example, Mia may now select the set-to-set comparison pattern and instantiate that pattern by selecting the average duration as a measure from the superimposed MD schema and by using predicates that correspond to a selection of lms from the UK and from Germany as sets to compare. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the required background on linked data, RDF data analysis, OLAP patterns and analysis graphs. In Section 3, we present the concept of superimposed MD schemas for RDF data. In Section 4, we extend the concept of OLAP patterns for RDF data analysis and sketch the concept of semantic web analysis graphs. In Section 5, we evaluate the approach. We conclude the paper with a summary and an outlook on future work.
Background and related work
In this section, we present an overview of the relevant topics and related literature, namely linked data, RDF data analysis, OLAP patterns, and analysis graphs.
. Linked data
The Resource Description Framework (RDF) is a exible format for representing information and publishing data on the web (see [11] for detailed information on RDF). The basic elements in RDF are triples of the form subjectpredicate-object, which can be Internationalized Resource Identi ers (IRIs), blank nodes, or typed literals. A set of triples constitutes an RDF graph, and a set of graphs constitutes a dataset. SPARQL, a recommendation of the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) [12] , serves as the query language for data stored in RDF format. Many RDF datasets are accessible via SPARQL endpoints that allow a variety of consumers to easily query the data using SPARQL.
RDF datasets can be linked to each other, giving rise to Linked Open Data (LOD). The linked data paradigm is referred to as the best practice for publishing data on the web, and RDF serves as the format to achieve that [13] . The web of LOD constitutes an important resource of knowledge. An increasing body of research in various domains of computer and data science, such as machine learning, information retrieval, and data analysis, consumes from or contributes to LOD. Schmachtenberg et al. [2] investigated the state of LOD cloud in 2014. The study crawled 900,129 documents describing 8,038,396 resources where more than a thousand datasets exist covering multiple domains including media, social networking, government, etc. Examples of popular, openly available RDF datasets include DBPedia [14] and Wikidata [8] . Both datasets are rich of cross-domain data and provide SPARQL endpoints. In the following, we give a brief overview of literature on RDF data analysis.
. RDF data analysis
OLAP analysis has been typically performed on enterpriseinternal data. The growth in terms of size and value of external RDF data, however, turned these datasets into an important resource for data analysis. In this subsection, we present the related literature on RDF data analysis, which can be divided into the following three main categories:
A. Ontology-based local data warehousing. Nebot and Berlanga [15] propose an approach to facilitate warehousing semantic web data that correspond to ontologies. Semantic web data that meet certain analysis requirements are extracted through a complex process and locally stored. The proposed approach was among the rst to allow performing classical OLAP on semantic web data.
The frequent changes, volume, and complexity of semantic web data impose limitations on the approach.
B. RDF vocabularies. Some methods use RDF(S) vocabularies to allow representing the schema and instances of OLAP cubes as well as to allow implementing OLAP operations. Most prominent vocabulary is arguably the data cube (QB) [16] vocabulary proposed by the W3C to publish multidimensional data, especially statistics, on the web in such a way that the data can be linked to related datasets. Kämpgen et al. [17] investigate performing OLAP queries via SPARQL on an RDF store to interact with statistical linked data. The QB vocabulary, however, has not been originally designed for OLAP (see [6] ). As a consequence, the QB4OLAP vocabulary [6] extends QB in order to support OLAP while remaining compatible with QB. The Cube Query Language (CQL) [18] enables high-level OLAP querying of QB4OLAP data cubes. Although these methods allow for publishing and querying RDF data using the multidimensional data model, they are only applicable to data already represented and published using a corresponding vocabulary. As a consequence, they fall short in addressing a wide variety of analytical possibilities in RDF data sources that do not correspond to QB(4OLAP) .
C. Analytical schemas. Colazzo et al. [3] propose a method for enabling analysis over RDF data by superimposing analytical schemas. Analytical schemas are graphs where nodes and edges are views over the data and have corresponding analytical instances. Colazzo et al. [3] propose querying the analytical schemas by means of rooted queries. Consequently, analytical schemas facilitate the analysis of the underlying RDF data sources. Colazzo et al. [3] , however, do not elaborate on multidimensional structure, dimension hierarchies, or employing such structures for the purpose of multidimensional querying. In this paper, we follow up on the concept of analytical schemas over RDF data; we borrow some denitions and signi cantly extend the original approach by Colazzo et al. [3] .
. OLAP patterns
In order to query multidimensional data, a query language can be used, e.g., MDX, SQL, or SPARQL. Analysts, however, may not have su cient technical skills to compose ad hoc queries against a multidimensional schema. Prepared analytical reports are a conventional approach to support analysts in their tasks, typically o ering analysts limited ability for customization through selecting values [19, p. 19] . Prepared reports, however, cover only a part of the information needs of analysts (cf. [7] ).
Schuetz et al. [7] introduced the notion of OLAP patterns, i.e., recurring, domain-independent patterns in OLAP queries to assist analysts in ful lling their information needs. An OLAP pattern corresponds to a set of instructions for query composition, where the generated query is su cient to retrieve the information required in a speci c, common analysis situation. Schuetz et al. [7] also present a framework to represent and instantiate these patterns, and de ne newly identi ed patterns. Furthermore, partially instantiated patterns serve as templates to further assist analysts. Hence, the query composition problem is reduced to instantiating a suitable pattern by providing concrete values for the pattern elements. Pattern instantiation only requires analysts to provide MD elements and business terms as values for the pattern elements. Consequently, analysts are spared the technical details.
Little or no attention has been paid to OLAP patterns in the eld of RDF data analysis. Although OLAP patterns have been implemented for SQL and relational OLAP [7] , the concept of OLAP patterns is language-independent. In this paper, we adapt the concept for RDF data analysis.
Two families of patterns were identi ed in the previous work [7] : basic patterns and comparative patterns. Basic patterns represent the primitive case of multidimensional analysis and can be thought of as a generalization of a multidimensional query, i.e., aggregating measures from a single fact class along dimensional hierarchies with additionally applied selection criteria. An example from our running scenario would be averaging the duration of lms (aggregated measure) by country and genre (dimension attributes) after the beginning of 2016 (selection criteria). Comparative patterns, as the name suggests, compare a set of interest (SI), which the focus is on, against a set of comparison (SC). Each of the two sets has its fact class, aggregated measures, dimension attributes and selection criteria. Some of the elements might be shared while others are speci ed separately for each set. Schuetz et al. [7] identify a set of comparative patterns depending on some distinguishing factors: the sharing of the fact class between SI and SC, and the conditions for joining SI and SC. For example, a shared fact class between SI and SC characterizes homogeneous patterns, while di erent fact classes characterize heterogeneous patterns. Examples of homogeneous comparative patterns identi ed by previous work [7] are the following:
Set-to-base comparison: SI and SC share all the elements except for some additional selection criteria for SI. Hence, SI is a subset of the base SC. Homogeneous independent-set comparison: SI and SC share all the elements except for selection criteria, which are speci ed separately for each set. Furthermore, composite measures and result selection criteria might be speci ed to be applied on the results from both sets.
As an example for homogeneous independent-set comparison, consider the comparison of the average duration (shared aggregated measure) of lms, grouped by genre (shared dimension attributes), between Germany and UK (di erent selection criteria). Furthermore, the difference between the two average durations can be calculated (composite measure), and restricted to positive values (result selection criteria). Taking into consideration the previously discussed limitations of conducting OLAP analysis on RDF data, the introduction of OLAP patterns in the context of RDF data sources and the SPARQL query language has the potential to empower analysts and foster reusability. Instead of writing complex SPARQL queries, the analyst's task amounts to pattern instantiation by providing MD elements and business terms.
. Analysis graphs
An OLAP pattern provides the solution to a case-speci c, domain-independent analysis situation. The course of an analysis process, however, is usually a succession of related analysis situations; the analyst starts from a speci c analysis situation and then navigates to another. For example, after averaging the duration of lms by country and genre for movies published after the beginning of 2016, it is interesting to view the results on a coarser granularity, i.e., rolling up from country to continent, corresponding to navigation from one analysis situation to another using an OLAP operation. An analysis graph plots interesting successions of analysis situations for a particular data source, which facilitates analysts' analytical tasks over unfamiliar data sources.
Analysis graphs, which have been originally proposed for relational OLAP, "represent expert knowledge about analysis processes" which are "modelled pro-actively at schema level and used at instance level" [20] . Being a model of an analytical process, an analysis graph de nes the succession of analysis situations in the course of the analysis, representing a best-practice process for analyzing a certain topic. We refer to related work for the general characteristics and de nitions of analysis graphs [20, 21] .
Although only sketched in this paper, the principle of analysis graphs is also applicable to RDF data analysis. Such an application of analysis graphs for RDF data analysis serves to facilitate the analysts' tasks with regard to the aforementioned complexity of the external RDF datasets in terms of both structure and semantics. On the one hand, analysts are assisted in the cumbersome task of constructing the analysis ow towards grasping the essentials of a speci c business case. On the other hand, analysts only need to deal with MD concepts to instantiate analysis graphs while the technical details behind such instantiation are hidden.
Superimposed MD schemas
Superimposed multidimensional schemas (SMDS) are laid over RDF data sources, thus allowing for the expression of multidimensional perspectives, basically following the Dimensional Fact Model [22] . An SMDS is mapped to the RDF data sources through SPARQL queries. Consequently, the source RDF data are not a ected. Figure 1 illustrates the SMDS metamodel. The metamodel can be instantiated to express MD schemas for particular RDF sources. FactClass, Measure, Level, Attribute, Hierarchy and Dimension are the classes of the metamodel. These classes can be connected via the associations: hasMeasure, hasLevel, hasAttribute, rollsUpTo, inHierarchy, ofDimension, inDimension, subFactOf, subMeasureOf, and subLevelOf. Instances of FactClass represent the subject of interest which is quanti ed by measures, represented by the instances of Measure. The instances of Level are used to model the level of granularity that the measures for a subject of interest are captured at. A level belongs to a dimension and can be further described by attributes. Furthermore, a level belongs to hierarchical structures on a dimension which are represented by the instances of Hierarchy. The associations hasMeasure and hasLevel connect fact classes to their measures and levels, respectively. The hasAttribute association connects a level to its attributes while inHierarchy connects a level to the hierarchies it belongs to. The inDimension association connects a level to the dimension it belongs to while ofDimension connects a hierarchy to its dimension. The rollsUpTo association expresses roll-up hierarchical relationships between levels. The associations subFactOf, subMeasureOf, and subLevelOf introduce a specialization mechanism to re ect subsumption (rdfs:subClassOf ) relationships in the original RDF data and cope with the heterogeneity of RDF data by allowing specialized elements to have their own properties. Furthermore, these specializations propagate the multidimensional knowledge from the super elements to their subelements. 
. MD graphs
We formalize an SMDS as a graph; we adapt and extend de nitions introduced by Colazzo et al. [3] . In particular, we extend the de nition of the analytical schema to be-come the MD graph in order to handle multidimensional hierarchical structure. Figure 1 . For example, given an edge e = (n , n ) ∈ E S and π S (e) = hasLevel, π S (n ) = f actClass and π S (n ) = level. Consider λ − S the inverse function of λ S . We de ne the set of URIs of a schema's nodes as
De nition 1. An SMDS is a labeled, directed graph
Since λ S is bijective, each node from N S corresponds to exactly one URI from U N S via λ S and vice versa. By convention, we denote nodes using the letter n with a subscript letter expressing the URI of the node. Formally, given
x ∈ U N S , we denote the node corresponding to x as nx, i.e., Figure 2 ; let the schema be called S. The diagram shows the URIs of the nodes, namespaces are not shown. Then, n F ilm and n Duration ∈ N S . Similarly, edges (n F ilm , n Director ) and
Example 1. Consider the schema shown in
By convention, in the following de nitions, we use letters in subscript to denote nodes that have a speci c MD role with an unspeci ed URI, e.g., n f . The letter in subscript corresponds to the MD role of the node, i.e., f for factClass, m for measure, l for level, a for attribute, h for hierarchy, and d for dimension. For example, n f denotes some node, the MD role of which is f actClass, with f as its URI, i.e., for a schema S, the node n f ∈ N S denotes a node speci ed by some f ∈ U N S s.t. λ S (n f ) = f and π S (n f ) = f actClass. The predicate F actClass 
De nition 2. Given
S = N S , E S , U S , Q S , π S , λ S , δ S ,S (f ) for some f ∈ U N S , where λ − S (f ) = n f ,
is true if and only if
Of Dimension
A roll-up relationship may be direct or transitive. 
Similarly, a fact class may have levels directly or transitively. The direct case is when the level is a
base level, which corresponds to the nest granularity level on a speci c dimension. A fact class f , s.t.
F actClass
and if ∃e = (n l , n l ) ∈ E S : π S (e) = subLevelOf , where 
Each of
Note that the direct cases are covered by the transitive ones, e.g., a direct roll-up is also a transitive roll-up. Figure 2 ; let the schema be called S. The following predicates hold:
Example 2. Consider again the schema shown in
, and
The direct MD relationships that result from propagating the MD knowledge from super MD elements to their subelements should be materialized in S. The rules shown in Table 1 can be applied to materialize this MD knowledge, i.e., infer new edges in S. The mappings and the names of the inferred edges should also be materialized. 
. Mappings
In the following we adapt and extend de nitions introduced by Colazzo et al. [3] for mapping analytical schemas to source data. A Triple Pattern (TP) is an RDF triple of subject, predicate, and object where each can be a variable. A Basic Graph Pattern (BGP) is a set of triple patterns [12] . We use the Conjunctive Query (CQ) notation [3] of the form q(x) :-t , ..., tα where {t , ..., tα} is a BGP. Head variables x are called distinguished variables and denoted as the set HeadV ars(q), and are a subset of the variables used in the body. We denote the body of the query as Body(q) which is t , ..., tα. The Join Query (JQ) [3] q of a set of BGP queries q , ..., qn, with their non-distinguished variables being pairwise disjoint, is the query q(x) :-q (x ) ∧ ... ∧ qn(xn) wherex ⊆x ∪ ... ∪xn and its answer set is de ned by the answer set of the BGP q (x) resulting from combining the bodies q (x) :-Body(q (x )),..., Body(qn(xn)).
In the following, we adapt the mapping function and the mapping convention introduced by Colazzo et al. [3] to t our context. De nition 4. Given S = N S , E S , U S , Q S , π S , λ S , δ S , the mapping convention is that the mapping query of a node speci es the instances that belong to the node, while the mapping query of an edge e = (n , n ) has two head variables, one for each node, specifying how the instances of n and n are connected via the edge, which means that HeadV ars(δ S (e)) = HeadV ars(δ S (n )) ∪ HeadV ars(δ S (n )). Figure 2 and the mappings in Table 2 Note that we allow omission of the bodies of mapping queries in some cases. For example, since fact-rooted queries are used in analytical queries (see Sect. 4.1), the query to any MD element is always generated by joining the mapping queries starting from the fact. Hence, an empty body of a mapping query can be syntactically allowed in some cases. To illustrate that, consider again Table 2 and Example 4. The query q already speci es a pattern for the variable ? gender within its body. Consequently, the lack of a query body for q in Table 2 will not a ect the syntactic validity of qp(? gender) in Example 4, as its head variable ? gender will still appear in the body. Rather, only the triple pattern in the body of q will not be a part of qp(? gender) (the last triple pattern in Example 4).
De nition 3. Given
S = N S , E S , U S , Q S , π S , λ S , δ S ,
De nition 5. Given
S = N S , E S , U S , Q S , π S , λ S , δ S , the MD Path (MDP) is any directed path p in S of the form (n , (n , n ), n , ..., n k ),
)). The body results from the combination of the bodies of the queries of the path's nodes and edges
Body(δ S (n )), Body(δ S ((n , n )), ..., Body(δ S (n k )).
Example 4. Consider the fact-rooted MD path (n
F ilm , (n F ilm , n Director ), n Director , (n Director , n Gender ), n Gender ) in
. Representation in QB4OLAP
As SMDS are de ned at the conceptual level, it is possible to have multiple concrete representations. In order to enable broader interoperability of SMDS with already existing technologies, we provide a transformation to represent an SMDS using QB [16] and its extension QB4OLAP [24] which we extend with additional classes and properties. Figure 3 shows the classes and the properties added to QB4OLAP with the corresponding excerpt of QB4OLAP and QB. We use qbs to denote the pre x for the added items. New classes and properties are depicted in dark gray. QB4OLAP classes and properties are depicted in light gray, while QB classes and properties are depicted in white. qbs:FactClass is a de ned as a subclass of qb:DataStructureDefinition. qbs:FactClass along with qb:MeasureProperty, qb4o:LevelProperty, and qb4o:LevelAttribute represent the mappable nodes (elements of N mapped S , refer to Def. 1) and, therefore, are subclasses of qbs:MappableElement.
We de ne the classes qbs:HasMeasure, qbs:HasLevel, and qbs:HasAttribute which, in addition to qb4o:RollUpProperty, represent the mappable edges (elements of E mapped S ) where each of them is a subclass of qbs:MappableRelation. qbs:HasMeasure is connected to qbs:FactClass and qb:MeasureProperty through the properties qbs:factOfMeasure and qbs:toMeasure respectively. qbs:HasAttribute is connected to qb4o:LevelProperty and qb4o:LevelAttribute through the properties qbs:fromLevel and qbs:toAttribute respectively. qbs:HasLevel is connected to qbs:FactClass and qb4o:LevelProperty through the properties qbs:factOfLevel and qbs:toLevel respectively.
We do not create any new classes or properties to represent the edges the MD properties of which are inHierarchy and ofDimension. Instead, we use already de ned QB and QB4OLAP properties. Similarly, we do not create new classes or properties but use already de ned QB and QB4OLAP classes to represent the nodes the MD roles of which are hierarchy and dimension. This is detailed in the transformations presented later in this section.
Instances of the classes qbs:MappableElement and qbs:MappableRelation have corresponding mapping queries via the data type properties qbs:unaryMapping, and qbs:binaryMapping respectively. The mapping queries are represented as strings.
In the following, we show how a superimposed MD schema S = N S , E S , U S , Q S , π S , λ S , δ S is transformed into QB, QB4OLAP, and our QBS extension by stating the RDF triples (in Turtle syntax) generated for the nodes and edges of the schema S. Note the creation of blank qb:ComponentSpecification nodes for measures and base levels to be components of the qbs:FactClass instance. Note also that we use the URIs of the nodes and the edges (the function λ S ) as the URIs of the created items.
For each n f ∈ N S s.t. π S (n f ) = f actClass, the following triples are generated:
λ S (n f ) a qbs:FactClass; qbs:unaryMapping δ S (n f ).
For each nm ∈ N S s.t. π S (nm) = measure, the following triples are generated:
λ S (nm) a qb:MeasureProperty; qbs:unaryMapping δ S (nm).
For each (n f , nm) ∈ E S s.t. π S ((n f , nm)) = hasM easure, the following triples are generated:
λ S ((n f , nm)) a qbs:HasMeasure; qbs:toMeasure λ S (nm);
qbs:factOfMeasure λ S (n f );
qbs:binaryMapping δ S ((n f , nm)).
For each n d ∈ N S s.t. π S (n d ) = dimension, the following triple is generated:
For each n h ∈ N S s.t. π S (n h ) = hierarchy, the following triple is generated:
of Dimension, the following triples are generated:
For each n l ∈ N S s.t. π S (n l ) = level, the following triples are generated:
λ S (n l ) a qb4o:LevelProperty; qbs:unaryMapping δ S (n l ).
For each (n l , n h ) ∈ E S s.t. π S ((n l , n h )) = inHierarchy, the following triple is generated:
For each (n l , n d ) ∈ E S s.t. π S ((n l , n d )) = inDimension, the following triple is generated:
For each (n f , n l ) ∈ E S s.t. π S ((n f , n l )) = hasLevel, the following triples are generated: λ S ((n f , n l )) a qbs:HasLevel; qbs:binaryMapping δ S ((n f , n l )); qbs:factOfLevel λ S (n f ); qbs:toLevel λ S (n l ).
For each na ∈ N S s.t. π S (na) = attribute, the following triples are generated: λ S (na) a qb4o:LevelAttribute; qbs:unaryMapping δ S (na).
For each (n l , n l ) ∈ E S s.t. π S ((n l , n l )) = rollsU pT o, the following triples are generated: [] a qb4o:HierarchyStep; qb4o:childlevel λ S (n l ); qb4o:parentlevel λ S (n l ); qb4o:inHierarchy λ S (n h ); qb4o:rollup λ S ((n l , n l )).
For each (n l , na) ∈ E S s.t. π S ((n l , na)) = hasAttribute, the following triples are generated:
λ S (n l , na) a qbs:HasAttribute; qbs:toAttribute λ S (na); qbs:fromLevel λ S (n l ); qbs:binaryMapping δ S ((n l , na)). λ S (na) qb4o:inLevel λ S (n l ). λ S (n l ) qb4o:hasAttribute λ S (na).
OLAP patterns
Providing analysts with self-service tools to facilitate their tasks in creating ad hoc analytical queries is crucial; without a suitable querying mechanism in place, exploiting the multidimensional structures would still require knowledge of an RDF query language such as SPARQL. Hence, analysts should be spared the technical details with only multidimensional concepts and business terms being involved in composing a query.
In this section, we introduce multidimensional analysis using SMDS. We rst present analysis situations, query templates which can be instantiated, covering the basic analysis case. Then, we present OLAP patterns adapted to our settings in order to cover broader, yet more complex analysis cases. We conclude this section with semantic web analysis graphs, moving from analysis cases to analysis processes. 
. Basic OLAP queries
We adapt the notion of analysis situation (AS) from analysis graphs [20] originally proposed for relational OLAP. An analysis situation corresponds to a basic OLAP pattern [7] (see Sect. 2.3 ). An analysis situation is a high-level specication of an MD query pattern which ful ls a speci c business need or goal. This speci cation is expressed in terms of the MD elements involved and the way they are involved. As a consequence, constructing an MD query using analysis situations does not require out-of-the-box skills or technical details. Analysis situations are created by experts on the schema level and instantiated by analysts. Variables in an analysis situation can be bound by the analyst to concrete values meeting the analyst's needs. In principle, variables can occur anywhere in an analysis situation. Depending on the variable, possible values can be either MD elements, or actual data values. An analysis situation can be also used to freely query SMDS. A bound analysis situation against an SMDS can be automatically translated to a SPARQL query against the data sources using the mappings.
De nition 6.
An analysis situation AS against a schema S = N S , E S , U S , Q S , π S , λ S , δ S is de ned as f, M EAS, DIM S where: f is the fact class, i.e., Intuitively, the dice operation selects a subset of the data based on a single level value dcV al i . The slice operation selects a subset of the data based on conditions scCond i over levels or their attributes. Rolling up changes the granularity level to a higher level in the hierarchy. Consequently, basic OLAP operations change the speci cation of the analysis situation at hand. Note that according to the de nition each dimension may have only one slice specication. This de nition could be extended to allow for more slice speci cations per dimension. In the following we describe how to transform an analysis situation to a corresponding SPARQL aggregation query against the source data. The SPARQL aggregation queries are of the form [25] : SELECT RD W HERE GP GROU P BY GRP . RD is the result description, which is based on a subset of the variables used in GP . GP states a BGP and could use functions such as BIND and constraints such as FILTER. GRP is a set of grouping variables. We consider that RD is composed of RDagg which is aggregation functions applied to measure variables, and RD sel which is a non aggregation part. In order to generate the SPARQL query corresponding to the bound analysis situation the main idea is that, starting from a bound analysis situation, a query denoted as q d for the dimensions and a query denoted as qm for the measures are generated. Afterwards, both queries are used to generate the nal aggregation query q out . We use the notions of classi er (dimensional) and measure queries to denote queries against the data sources, di erently from [3] . The head variables of the dimensional query q d result from the granularities speci ed in the bound analysis situation. The body of q d results from combining the bodies of the queries resulting from the fact-rooted MD paths to each of the MD elements involved in the dimension specications (see De nition 5). Slice and dice are added as FIL- 
Example 5. Figure 4 shows an analysis situation for counting the number of the lms and the average duration for the lms published in the second half of 2017, of a speci c

5:
if (gri = null) then 6:
end if
8:
if (dcLvli and dcV ali = null) then 9:
10:
11:
if (scP osi and scCondi = null) then 12: TER statements to the nal query. The body of the measure query qm results from combining the bodies of the queries of the fact-rooted MD paths to each of the measures. Figure 5 shows the algorithm followed to generate the nal SPARQL query q out . Regarding the variables used in the algorithm, the body of each of q d and qm comprises triple patterns. A set of head variables exists for each of q d and qm. Each of RD sel and GRP is a set of variables, while RDagg is a set of elements where each is an aggregation function applied to a variable. f ilters is a set of FILTER statements. These variables used in the algorithm are initialized to be empty in Line 1. Binding the variables of the analysis situation is done in Line 2. The dimensional query and the lters are generated in Lines 3-14. The dimensional query body is constructed in Line 4. Granularity is added to the dimensional query head variables (Lines 5-7). Dice and slice are added as FILTER statements to the lters (Lines 8-13). The measure query is generated in Lines 15-18. The select variables RD sel and the group by variables GRP are assigned from the head variables of q d (Lines 19-22) . Each head variable of a measure mapping query is added with the aggregation function applied to compose RDagg (Lines [23] [24] [25] . GP is composed of the bodies of the dimensional query and the measure query, and the lters (Line 26). The nal SPARQL aggregation query is composed from its components generated earlier in the algorithm (Line 27). Note that the nal query is created in SPARQL syntax (rather than the conjunctive query notation used earlier).
Listing 1:
The SPARQL query generated for the analysis situation in Fig. 4 The notion of analysis situations as presented in this section covers the basic analysis case; aggregating measures from a fact class along grouping properties with additional slice/dice conditions. Many other analysis cases do not simply boil down to a basic analysis situation. Speci c domain-independent patterns exist in OLAP queries, especially comparative patterns where sets are compared to each other [7] . Hence, a more general notion for analysis is required. Correspondingly, in the following we introduce OLAP patterns to our setting.
. Pattern representation
In the following, we adapt the concept of OLAP patterns [7] to our setting of RDF data analysis. We rst show how to represent OLAP patterns using an RDF vocabulary and present relevant examples from our running scenario. Furthermore, we introduce a grammar which de nes a language to create pattern expressions for SPARQL in order to translate a pattern instance into a SPARQL query. We focus on the homogeneous independent-set comparison pattern. The other patterns originally identi ed (see [7] ) may be de ned following the same method, just as yet unknown patterns possibly identi ed in the future.
. . De nition of patterns
Patterns are represented using a pattern language vocabulary which is de ned in RDF with the pre x pl [7] . The pattern representation is linked to the elements of a multidimensional schema de ned in QB and QB4OLAP as well as our extension QBS. The QB4OLAP representation of superimposed MD schemas (refer to Sect. 3.3) allows for using these schemas with OLAP patterns. Listing 2 shows an excerpt of the lms schema representation in QBS, QB4OLAP, and QB that will be used in the rest of this paper. schema denotes the pre x used for the lms MD schema elements. schema:film (Line 1) is the fact class which has a component for the measure schema:duration (Line 2) and each of the base levels (schema:director, schema:country, schema:date, schema:genre) (Lines 3-6). Lines 8-20 show a part of the de nition of the elements of the dimension schema:origin. The representation of OLAP patterns [7] has datatype properties for textual descriptors of the pattern; pl:name, pl:situation, pl:solution, pl:structure, and pl:example. Object properties are used for formal pattern parameters; pl:hasElement states formal pattern elements, while pl:result states the result of the pattern in terms of formal pattern elements. A formal pattern element might be either atomic pl:PatternElement, or a group pl:PatternElementGroup. Each of the formal pattern elements has a de ned range specifying the possible types of the element values.
Listing 3: An excerpt of the RDF representation of homogeneous independent-set comparison. Listing 3 shows a part of the RDF representation of the homogeneous independent-set comparison pattern reused and adapted from previous work [7] . The pattern allows to compare SI and SC which share all the elements except for some selection criteria. Lines 2-5 state the used formal pattern elements in the pattern de nition. :setOfInterest and :setOfComparison are group pattern elements, which consist of other formal pattern elements. In particular, each of :setOfInterest and :setOfComparison consists of the shared elements: the fact class :factClass, the calculated measure :measure, a shared slice criteria :sharedSlice, dimensions :dimension -by convention, we use the nest granularity level on a dimension to denote the dimension -and grouping properties (granularity levels) :dimAttribute. Additionally, :setOfInterest comprises the selection criteria :siSlice, while :setOfComparison comprises :scSlice. Lines 6-15 de ne the results of the pattern. Note that the calculated measure value for both groups is used (Lines 6 and 10), in addition to a composite calculated measure (Line 14) involving measures from both sets, and the grouping properties (Line 15).
: h o m o g e n e o u s I n d e p e n d e n t S e t C o m p a r i s o n a pl
Formal pattern elements depend on each other. For example, measures and dimensions depend on fact class and so on.
. . De nition of predicates and calculated measures
Business terms are represented as predicates which can be pl:FactPredicate, pl:DimensionPredicate, or pl:GroupPredicate. A calculated measure can be either a pl:ObjectCalcMeasure or a pl:GroupCalcMeasure. pl:ObjectCalcMeasure uses all entries of a group while pl:GroupCalcMeasure depends on measures calculated from SI and SC.
Listing 4 shows the de nitions of some of the predicates and the calculated measures used from our running scenario. Line 1 de nes :avgFilmDuration which is a pl:ObjectCalcMeasure. Line 3 de nes the measure :deltaDuration which is a pl:GroupCalcMeasure. Lines 4-11 state the dependencies of :deltaDuration, which are important for user interface; :deltaDuration depends on the measure :avgFilmDuration of both sets SI and SC. Line 12 de nes :positiveDeltaDuration which is a selection criteria of type pl:GroupPredicate applied to the results of the comparison, i.e., both SI and SC elements are involved. Predicates of type pl:DimensionPredicate allow for the speci cation of selection criteria on dimension attributes. Lines 21-25, 26-30, and 31-35 declare dimension predicates and state their dependencies. For example, the dependencies of :dateFrom2016 are de ned in Lines 22-25, stating that it uses the level schema:date. Listing 5 shows the SPARQL-speci c expressions for the calculated measures and the predicates shown in Listing 4. Line 1 in Listing 5 de nes the expression for :avgFilmDuration. Line 2 de nes the SPARQL expression for the calculated measure :deltaDuration. Note the usage of the aliased measures in the expression. Lines 4-6 state the expressions for the employed dimension predicates. :dateFrom2016 in Line 4 de nes a dimension predicate which restricts the date to values after the beginning of 2016. Lines 5 and 6 declare dimension predicates restricting schema:country values to the UK and Germany respectively. In the expressions in Line 1 and Lines 4-6, note the usage of the head variable of the mapping of the MD schema element that the actual pattern element uses. For example, in Line 6, note the usage of ?country, the head variable of the mapping of the MD schema level schema:country on which :countryGermany depends (see Table 2 for the mappings).
Note that the presented approach could be extended with dynamic, parameterized predicates where parameter values are speci ed during the instantiation process.
. . Pattern expression
Patterns have pattern expressions allowing for the implementation of patterns in a speci c target language. A pattern expression follows a grammar speci c to the target language. The language-speci c grammar sets the rules for writing the pattern expressions for current and possibly identi ed patterns in the future.
Listing 6 shows the grammar used for pattern expressions in SPARQL, in the spirit of a grammar for SQL-speci c expressions (see [7] ). SPARQLTEXT represents SPARQL fragments of the pattern expression that appear without any modi cations in the generated query. A single (possibly aliased) element goes into a singelton. spaceList denotes a set of (possibly aliased) elements which are separated by spaces. triplePatternsList denotes triple patterns. filterList denotes a possible ltering using conditions, whereas joinFilterList is used to join groups of interest within the pattern. An asClause represents a possible aliasing of an element. A baseElement is either an elementRole or a prefixedElementRole. An elementRole is a formal pattern element referred to by: (i) its ID, which is the URI of the element without the pre x and (ii) an attribute of the element, e.g., its name. A prefixedElementRole denotes a possible renaming of an element using a pre x. It is composed of an optional variable mark "!VM" (represents the question mark sign that denotes variables in SPARQL), then a prefix, and an elementRole.
Listing 7 shows the homogeneous independent-set comparison pattern expression for SPARQL. SI and SC are built using subqueries. The shared grouping properties are selected from one set, as they are shared between both sets. Note the usage of aliased grouping properties (Line 5) where the alias matches the one created in the select part of SI subquery using the pre x "SI_" and the name of the element (Line 14). Measures for both sets are then selected using their aliases (Lines 6-7). Note that measure aliases are built in the subqueries for each of SI and SC (Lines 16 and 30, respectively) . The group measures are calculated using their expressions (Line 8). During instantiation, multiple values (actual pattern element) can be provided for each formal pattern element. Hence, these multiple values go into a space-separated list (Lines 5-9). The set of interest and the set of comparison are joined using the shared properties (grouping properties) in Lines 39-42. The result lter is applied in Line 45. Lines 11-24 build the set of interest. The grouping properties and the measures are aliased using the name attribute of each, and pre xed with the name of the group they belong to ("SI_") in Lines 14 and 16. The var attribute de- notes the head variable used in the mapping of the corresponding MD element. The WHERE clause is built from the path properties of the actual pattern elements, and the applied lters (Lines [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . Note that the fact class path does not appear since it is included in both measure and dimension paths. On instantiation, the path attribute of a measure actual pattern element is generated based on the fact-rooted MD path (see Def. 5) leading to the MD element on which the actual measure depends. Similarly, the path attribute of a dimension actual pattern element is generated based on the fact-rooted MD paths to each of the MD elements involved on the actual dimension in the pattern instance. This includes paths to the grouping properties (dimAttribute) actual pattern elements, and the paths to MD elements, from the actual dimension, which are involved in siSlice and sharedSlice (see Sect. 4.3 for more details). The grouping properties are then used in a GROUP BY statement (Line 23). Lines 25-38 build the set of comparison analogously to the set of interest.
. Pattern instantiation
Instantiation of OLAP patterns [7] provides concrete values to formal pattern elements as formal pattern elements become object properties of the pattern instance. Thus, actual pattern elements become values for these object properties. Actual pattern elements can be the elements of the multidimensional schema, predicates, or calculated measures. Creation of partial instances, by giving values only to some of the pattern elements, is possible. Partial instances provide non-executable templates that could be further instantiated. Given a pattern instance and a pattern expression, a SPARQL query su cient to retrieve corresponding information needs can be automatically generated. Consider again our running scenario and the homogeneous independent-set comparison pattern. An analyst wants to compare the average duration of lms by genre after the beginning of 2016 between Germany and the UK. Furthermore, the analyst wants to calculate the di erence between these two averages and select only the positive results. Listing 8 shows a pattern instance of homogeneous independent-set comparison pattern corresponding to information needs required. schema:film is the value for :factClass property (Line 3). :positiveDeltaDuration is the value for :resultSlice property used to apply additional selection criteria on SI and SC, to ensure a positive durations di erence (Line 4). :deltaDuration, is the value for :compMeasure property calculated from SI and SC (Line 5). The dimensions used in the instance are speci ed using :dimension property (Line 6). The grouping properties used are speci ed using :dimAttribute property (Line 7). :avgFilmDuration is the value of :measure, specifying the measure for both SI and SC. The :sharedSlice property has the value :dateFrom2016 to be applied to both SI and SC (Line 9). schema:country is restricted to Germany in SI by assigning the dimension predicate :countryGermany to the value of the property :siSlice (Line 10). schema:country is restricted to the UK in SC by assigning the dimension predicate :countryUK to :scSlice (Line 11).
Given the pattern expression in Listing 7 and the pattern instance in Listing 8, the corresponding SPARQL query can be automatically generated. Listing 9 shows 1 : d e l t a A v g D u r a t i o n B e t w e e n U K A n d G e r m a n y A f t e r 2 0 1 6 a pl : QbPatter nInsta nce ; 2 rdfs : comment " compares average duration for UK and Germany films after the beginning of 2016 by genre "; 3 : factClass schema : film ; 4 : resultSlice : p o s i t i v e D e l t a D u r a t i o n ; 5 : compMeasure : deltaDuration ; 6 : dimension schema : genre , schema : date , schema : country ; 7 : dimAttribute schema : genre ; 8 : measure : avgFilmDuration ; 9 : sharedSlice : dateFrom2016 ; 10 : siSlice : countryGermany ; 11 : scSlice : countryUK ; 12 pl : instanceOf : h o m o g e n e o u s I n d e p e n d e n t S e t C o m p a r i s o n .
the generated query, functioning on Wikidata SPARQL endpoint [10] . The WHERE clause of SI (Lines 14-27) is generated as follows: the path for the actual pattern element :avgFilmDuration is generated based on the fact-rooted MD path to the measure from the MD schema which :avgFilmDuration uses (see Line 2 in Listing 4). This measure used by the actual pattern element :avgFilmDuration is schema:duration. The path for each of the involved dimensions is generated similarly. For example, Lines 15, 19 , and 20 constitute the path to schema:country, which is generated based on the fact-rooted MD path (refer to Table 3 shows an excerpt of the results of executing the query in Listing 9 on Wikidata SPARQL endpoint. Numbers are rounded to two digits after the decimal point. For the sake of presentation, we use genre, si_avg_dur, sc_avg_dur, and delta_dur column names to represent variables ?SI_genre, ?SI_avgFilmDuration, ?SC_avgFilmDuration, ?deltaDuration respectively. We also show the label of the genre. Note that to show the labels of the genres, the Wikidata label service must be called. Such functionality could be systematically added to the automatically generated query. .
From patterns to analysis graphs
Analysis graphs [20] model the knowledge of the analytical process proactively on the schema level as a succession of analysis situations. On top of SMDS, we extend analysis graphs to the semantic web, to become semantic web analysis graphs (SWAG). The nodes of an analysis graph are analysis situations, presented and adapted to the semantic web in Sect. 4.1, while the edges of an analysis graph are navigation steps, each composed of one or more OLAP Listing 9: Example of generated SPARQL query for homogeneous independent-set comparison. operations that transform the input analysis situation into the output analysis situation. Analysis graph schema may contain variables in both analysis situations and navigation steps, which are bound in the course of analysis. Analysis graphs are a facilitator for self-service OLAP [5] , as analysts are provided with a best-practice analytical process in the form of navigable, dynamic query templates. Figure  6 shows a simpli ed example of an analysis graph from the motivating scenario and refers to the SMDS shown in Figure 2 . Analysis graphs could be further extended with the ability to have OLAP patterns or partially instantiated OLAP patterns as analysis situations. 
Rationale and evaluation
In this section, we discuss how superimposed MD schemas in conjunction with OLAP patterns as presented in this paper meet certain requirements for providing e ective RDF data analysis to casual analysts. Then, we provide a qualitative assessment of the presented approach. We further discuss implementation aspects of the approach.
. Requirements
The overall goal of the presented research is facilitating OLAP analysis on RDF data sources for casual users. From that goal, we derive three concrete requirements, which we explain in the following. In particular, for each requirement, we state its rationale and evaluate the presented approach with respect to that requirement. 
Requirement 1 (Multidimensional model
. Qualitative assessment
The presented approach can be considered a Domain Speci c (Modeling) Language (DSL). In general, a DSL's objective is to "close the gap between the Domain Experts and the computation-platforms" [27] . Hence, techniques for the evaluation of DSLs can be used to assess the presented approach. Wegeler et al. [28] sketch a methodology for such an evaluation. The methodology concentrates on assessing motivation, assessing outcome, validation, assessing quantitative bene ts, and assessing the changes made to the development process due to the DSL. In the following, we justify the presented approach in light of this methodology but leave quantitative assessment of the various aspects of the presented approach to future work.
The motivation (and goal) behind the presented approach is straightforward: Enabling casual analysts to perform OLAP over RDF data sources. The problem is clear-cut: Without an adequate query mechanism, analysts should, on the one hand, write plain SPARQL queries and, on the other hand, reinvent the wheel every time a new information need arises. Importantly, such a query mechanism should be built on top of a mature, familiar modeling approach. Otherwise, the desired outcome of this query mechanism cannot be met. To this end, we introduce OLAP patterns based on SMDS, following the MD modeling paradigm, with the models being represented using the well-established QB and QB4OLAP vocabularies. Employing OLAP patterns on top of an SMDS eliminates the need of the described cumbersome task of query composition and transforms it into a simple instantiation.
When incorporated into the development process, we expect the presented approach to help saving time and effort for both experts and analysts. SMDS are lightweight and can be easily created, manipulated, and reused. Developers are spared the e ort needed to implement and maintain a data warehouse. Furthermore, once an OLAP pattern has been identi ed and its expression has been established, the satisfaction of information needs stemming from further analysis cases that fall into this pattern is a matter of instantiation. Hence, time, cost, and e ort can potentially be reduced Future work will aim to quantitatively assess the bene ts of the presented approach. In particular, the system's usability is a key aspect that should be taken into account and evaluated experimentally [27] . In this regard, future work will include an experimental evaluation of usability. In addition, other quality metrics have to be incorporated into this study, e.g., e ciency and e ectiveness.
. Implementation
We implemented the presented design artifacts as proofof-concept prototypes. In particular, basic queries were implemented as a part of an execution engine for semantic web analysis graphs (SWAGs). The execution engine is implemented as a web application exposing an OLAP endpoint to instantiate SWAGs. The implementation uses Java, JavaScript and D3.js, as well as an RDF representation of SWAGs [29] . Auto-completion supports the analysts in instantiating the desired analysis situations by suggesting the possible values for the parameters. Once the parameters are bound, the corresponding SPARQL query is automatically generated following the algorithm in Figure 5 and sent to the dataset endpoint, which returns the results which are then displayed in the browser. The analyst can navigate from an analysis situation to another in the course of an analytical process modeled by the analysis graph with the bound parameter values transformed along the navigation.
Regarding OLAP patterns for RDF data analysis, we implemented a pattern engine as a Java application to realize the patterns, which builds on a previous work [7] . Given a pattern instance, the pattern engine automatically generates an executable SPARQL query corresponding to the instance. A triple store is used to maintain all the RDF data. The persisted data include the QB4OLAP representation of the superimposed MD schemas and their related data (e.g. the mappings). The triple store also maintains the created patterns and related data, including pattern instances, dened predicates, and calculated measures. The generated SPARQL query can be run directly on the SPARQL endpoint of the dataset on which the MD schema is superimposed. The de nition of OLAP patterns allows for guided query formulation [26] . Given an OLAP pattern, a guided instantiation process takes place as a stepwise navigation ow gathering all the activities su cient to instantiate the formal pattern elements. Recommendations for the possible suitable values are presented at each step to the analyst who does not need to care about the technical details. The guidance approach depends on the pattern structure, the MD schema, and the already instantiated pattern elements. Adhering to the OLAP patterns approach [7] for pattern de nition allows for a smooth integration of OLAP patterns for RDF data into the guidance process. Hence, the guidance approach could be added on top of our OLAP patterns. As a consequence, analysts can be supported in the pattern instantiation process. Once a pattern instance is complete, the pattern engine is able to generate the corresponding SPARQL query.
Performance studies are not a key issue for the evaluation of the presented approach. The generation of executable queries from instantiated OLAP patterns does not present any major runtime complexities: once the mappings and pattern expressions have been de ned, instantiation mainly consists of lling the placeholders in the pattern expression with the provided values. The execution time of generated queries highly depends on the complexity of both the source RDF dataset and the generated query. Better performing queries can, potentially, be generated.
Speci cally, SPARQL Query optimization methods can be employed, which we leave for future work. We note, however, that the generated example query from Listing 9, for example, which is executable on the Wikidata query interface, has a runtime of the order of milliseconds. A comprehensive investigation of various popular real-world, nonstatistical RDF datasets with respect to their tness for structured data analysis is of interest as part of future work.
Conclusions
Increasing amounts of RDF data are becoming available for public access, e.g., as sets of LOD [2] . Such data are a signi cant resource of knowledge that is still largely unexploited for data analysis purposes. In order to render such data accessible to casual analysts, these data should ideally correspond to a multidimensional structure since the multidimensional model is a widely accepted de facto standard for OLAP. Self-service query mechanisms should also be provided on top of the multidimensional structure.
The approach to RDF data analysis as presented in this paper allows for the de nition of superimposed schemas over the original RDF data sources. Superimposition copes well with the nature of RDF data, which potentially consist of millions of triples subject to frequent changes. Mapping rules allow for query generation. A QB4OLAP representation of the superimposed multidimensional model -QB4OLAP [6] is a well-known OLAP cube vocabulary for the semantic web -allows for further integration with existing technologies and tools. OLAP patterns as well as semantic web analysis graphs allow casual analysts to satisfy their information needs while being spared the technical details. OLAP patterns reduce the problem of MD query formulation against RDF data sources to pattern instantiation which involves only MD concepts and business terms. Semantic web analysis graphs model the knowledge of analytical processes towards business goals while analysts need only to select the desired values and navigations. Overall, the barriers for casual analysts towards external RDF data analysis are minimized and self-service capabilities are fostered.
Future work will integrate guided query formulation using OLAP patterns for RDF sources [26] . Furthermore, we aim at an extended version of our proposal [30] of SWAG as only sketched in this paper. Handling potential summarizability issues (see [1] for further information) will also be investigated. In particular, among other summarizability issues, future work will address the modeling of non-strict hierarchies. Future work will employ user studies to assess the usability of OLAP patterns for RDF data sources as well as analysis graphs.
